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Key points for your essay 














 Your draft will always be a
work in progress, so dont worry if it does not turn
out the way you had hoped.

Keep revising and re-writing your
essay until you are completely satisfied with your
essay. The more you proof read your essay the
more mistakes you will identify.








Make sure when you are choosing a topic for your assignment that you
choose a topic that you are particularly interested in, this will make the
writing and research aspect much easier. Also check if there is enough
extra reading sources to aid you in answering the question.
In order to get the most out of your assignment, the research work
should be of informative value.
Jotting down ideas and some brainstorming may assist in making the
most appropriate decision. Using visual mapping can help you identify
the topic on which you have the most interest and information.
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Discussing your essay topic with your peers or lecturer is a good way of
making sure that you are on the right track.
Be organised

1. What is the deadline for submission of the assignment?
2. What is the maximum word length allowed?
3. What layout style is required: formal/informal report, footnotes,
bibliography, margins, spacing, and reference citations.
4. In terms of structure, what kind of essay is it 
Critical/Argumentative/Research Based/a Literature review
5. If an academic supervisor is assigned, how is contact made
either by the individual or group of students? And when is the
supervisor free to meet you.







Every essay has a title or implied question. The
complete essay must focus on the title. Refer back to the title as
many times as possible throughout your essay

This should be a brief introduction into the direction
you intend to take the essay. Give a brief explanation of your
interpretation of the question, the issues you intend to explore and
how you intend to deal with these issues.

 This section should cover your primary argument in
the essay. You should give a brief explanation into the background
behind your argument.
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